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	Visualforce Developer's Guide is a practical, hands-on pocket guide that provides a  clear and simple guidance to develop Visualforce pages for the Force.com platform  and for mobile applications. It also contains a single, continuous, real-world example  with code samples. This book explains the Visualforce concepts and technical  aspects in a simple manner.

	

	Visualforce Developer's Guide covers the main topics, starting with the development of  Visualforce for the Force.com platform, and continuing on to developing Visualforce  pages for Mobile applications quickly and painlessly.

	

	The Force.com platform can automatically generate user interfaces (standard pages),  but in some cases you might need to build a more customized UI. Visualforce allows  developers to build sophisticated and customized user interfaces that can be hosted  natively on the Force.com platform. Visualforce is a framework that includes a  tag-based markup language similar to HTML.
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The Craving Mind: From Cigarettes to Smartphones to Love – Why We Get Hooked and How We Can Break Bad HabitsYale University Press, 2017

	A leading neuroscientist and pioneer in the study of mindfulness explains why addictions are so tenacious and how we can learn to conquer them

	

	We are all vulnerable to addiction. Whether it’s a compulsion to constantly check social media, binge eating, smoking, excessive drinking, or any other behaviors, we may...
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Mining Sequential Patterns from Large Data Sets (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2005
The focus of Mining Sequential Patterns from Large Data Sets is on sequential pattern mining. In many applications, such as bioinformatics, web access traces, system utilization logs, etc., the data is naturally in the form of sequences. This information has been of great interest for analyzing the sequential data to find its...
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Practical RDFO'Reilly, 2003
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a structure for describing and interchanging metadata on the Web. Practical RDF explains RDF from the ground up, providing real-world examples and descriptions of how the technology is being used in applications like Mozilla, FOAF, and Chandler, as well as infrastructure...
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MySQL: Essential SkillsMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Set up a MySQL database on Windows or Linux with help from this step-by-step  beginner’s guide. Learn to design and create a database with tables, load data  into your tables, and generate basic and advanced reports. You’ll also get  details on how to administer, secure, and back up your database, and import data  from other...
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Trees, Crops and Soil Fertility: Concepts and Research MethodsCABI Publishing, 2003
Soil science benefits from the availability of a wide array of practicable
methods. There are a number of very useful compendia in which sets of
these methods are collected together to provide easy reference for the
intending practitioner. The need for yet another handbook might
therefore be questioned. This book, however,...
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Technology Scorecards: Aligning IT Investments with Business PerformanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Are you dissatisfied with your business software? You're not alone. Fully 75% of organizations believe their business software is not meeting expectations. The letdown, or failure, of the technology cannot be pinned on the technology itself. Successful implementation of technology involves the integration of People, Processes, Technologies, and...
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